Masterplanning within boundaries
incl. new "Anna-Seiler-Haus", Inselspital Bern
via Public Health Group
year of design for health 2022 - WEBINAR
Agenda

Old and new boundaries
Challenges for the future masterplan

Implementation within boundaries
Bern Masterplan, incl. new "Anna-Seiler-Haus"

Moving the boundaries
for the way ahead
Old and new boundaries

Here, a new idea!
No, thanks!
To much to do!

Idee: Dr. M. Visse
Current themes in healthcare: QQC
Triggers, drivers and other factors
Where we come from, where we want to go
Implementation within boundaries
postcards from the hospital-stay – it was long enough to write a few
today a healing machine – using every m2
Big, kneadable building plots, cultivation areas for medical growths
Clear development structure

[Source: Stadt Bern, OeA_2014-03-10_UeO_Insel_Areal_III.pdf]
Proof of concept: building plot 12

[Source: Wettbewerbspläne / Competition plans for the 1st prize
Planergemeinschaft Archipel (GWJ / IAAG / ASTOC)]
So Masterplanning leads to an open heart surgery?
[Source: Visualization Planergemeinschaft Archipel (GWJ / IAAG / ASTOC)]
Legende

gelb  stationäre Vernetzung & Personal
rot   Interventions- und Operationsprozesse
blau  ambulante Patienten und Besucher
grün  Logistik

[Source: Anbindungskonzept, Lead Consultants Inc.]
[Source: Anbindungskonzept, Lead Consultants Inc.]
Ambulatories
[Sources: Visualization Redstack
Foto Planergemeinschaft Archipel (GWJ / IAAG / ASTOC)]
[Source: Planergemeinschaft Archipel (GWJ / IAAG / ASTOC)
Hospital Planning by Lead Consultants Inc.
Medical Technology by Lead Consultants Inc. with Hospitaltechnik Planungsgesellschaft mbH]
Moving the boundaries
Green cities, smart cities → Green hospitals, smart hospitals
influences / trends / needs

mega city

monastery

machine
... a possible role of the hospitals
"3-field economy"

Modellspital "Grüne Wiese"
Lead Consultants
From perimeter to centimeter

Ambulant vor Stationär
Kurze Wege, attraktives Arbeiten
Wettbewerb KSA, 2. Rang mit IB / D. Chipperfield
Efficiency thanks to modularity and standardization

BDL 2, Genf
1. Rang ex equo, mit IttenBrechbühl (IB)

Spitalzentrum Oberwallis, Brig mit Burckhardtpartner

Kotka Wellness Park, FIN mit Harris Kjisik Architects, Venhoeven CS
Repeating elements, equal quality
AI, IT and robotics
Digitalisation on all levels: from planning to digital health
And what role do you play?
Danke, Merci, Grazie, Thank you, Tack
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